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Lessons Learned Analyzing Transmission Faults

David Costello, Schweitzer Engineering Laboratories, Inc.

Abstract—Transmission line relays record interesting power system phenomena and misoperations due to a variety of problems. By analyzing event records, some common setting mistakes and misapplications have become evident. Setting and testing recommendations can be made to avoid these problems. In the interest of reducing transmission line relay misoperations, this technical paper shares practical lessons learned through experience analyzing transmission line relay event reports.

I. FAULT LOCATION ERROR

In December 2006, a single-line-to-ground fault occurred on a two-terminal 69 kV transmission line. The distance relay at the local terminal produced a fault location estimate, trip targets, and an event report. The actual fault location was found to be 3.6 miles from the local terminal, but the relay reported 7.31 miles. In addition, the relay targets included Zone 1 and time indication, which is contradictory because Zone 1 elements were set with no intentional time delay.

Event data from the local relay are shown in Fig. 1. Ground current (3I0) reached a maximum magnitude of 3600 amperes. The actual fault location was validated using this information and an ASPEN OneLiner power system model. In OneLiner, a line-to-ground fault was simulated and slid along the line until the 3I0 current matched the maximum value from the event data. The estimated location of this simulated fault matched the actual fault location from the field.

An event record typically contains prefault, fault, and postfault data. After the event record is stored, the relay executes the fault location algorithm. This algorithm must first extract voltage and current phasor information from a point within the event data. What is the best point in the event data to choose?

A typical fault location algorithm will determine the contiguous fault data, which are defined by the window of time in which the element that triggered the event remains asserted. In Fig. 1, this window of time is 6.75 cycles long. The algorithm assumes that the contiguous data midpoint is a reasonably stable point at which to estimate the fault location. In this case, the fault data midpoint is just before the ground current magnitude increased to a larger value. The dramatic evolution of the fault and its unlikely timing led to the fault location error.

Fig. 1. Event Data From 69 kV Transmission Line Relay

The event data capture was triggered at Cycle 2 by an inverse-time ground overcurrent element (51G). The 3I0 current is small (200 amperes 3I0) at the fault inception because of arcing or fault impedance. In the fifth cycle, the ground fault evolves into a bolted fault (3600 amperes 3I0). The instantaneous ground overcurrent element (67G1) asserts and calls for a trip, and the breaker opens 3 cycles later.

Fig. 2. Fault Location MathCad Simulation

We must now explain why a trip caused by an instantaneous ground element produced a time target. How fast is an instantaneous trip versus a time-delayed trip? In this particular relay, the time target asserts when elements selected by the user have been asserted for longer than 3 cycles before a trip occurs. If the trip occurs before 3 cycles, we label the trip as instantaneous [1]. The same element that triggered the event data capture, 51G, was also set to signify that a fault is present. The dramatic evolution of the fault and its unlikely timing led to the confusing targets as well.

Single-ended fault location estimates from relays are accurate in most cases. Offline tools, such as MathCad worksheets, can improve fault location accuracy for challenging cases. These tools offer the ability to vary the location at which the fault location estimate is calculated and can include data from both ends of the transmission line for even better results [2].
II. COMMON ZONE TIMING

In June 2006, a fault occurred just past the remote terminal on a two-terminal 138 kV transmission line. The directional comparison blocking (DCB) scheme was disabled at the time of the fault. Because the fault was within the Zone 2 reach, we expected a trip within the Zone 2 delay of 25 cycles.

Event data from the local relay are shown in Fig. 3. The event data capture was triggered at Cycle 4 by the Zone 2 phase distance element (M2P). The relay tripped and reported Zone 2 and time targets 0.5 cycles later.

Unlike the ground fault in Section I, which evolved into a larger magnitude fault of the same type, this fault evolved from a single-line-to-ground fault to a phase-phase-ground fault.

Distance relays support two philosophies of zone timing: independent or common timing (see Fig. 4). For the independent timing mode, the phase and ground distance elements for each zone initiate independent timers. For the common mode, the phase and ground distance elements for each zone drive a common timer. The common zone timer is suspended for 1 cycle if the timer input drops out. This feature prevents timer reset when a fault evolves [3].

We can deduce from the data in Fig. 3 that the initial fault had been present, and the Zone 2 ground distance element (Z2G) had been timing for 24.5 cycles before the fault evolved. All distance elements dropped out for 0.5 cycles during the fault transition period, and the common zone timer was suspended. The M2P element then asserted, the common zone timer resumed timing, and a trip was issued 0.5 cycles later. In this example, the benefit of common zone timing was a total relay response time of 25.5 cycles instead of the expected 50.5 cycles if we had chosen to use independent timing.

In this event, the fault location estimate from the relay was accurate despite the evolving fault data. The contiguous fault data were roughly from Cycle 4 to 7, which was the window of time the triggering element M2P was asserted. During that time, the fault had already evolved, and the fault data were stable.

In Fig. 5, the fault location estimate is plotted for the two different fault types experienced. Both estimates produce roughly the same fault location when data are stable. But from Cycle 2.5 to 3.5 you can see where both estimates veer wildly from the actual location because of the fault type evolution. The reported location from the relay would have been in error if it had selected data from that time.

III. RECLOSE FAILURE

In May 2006, a 34.5 kV line feeding a hospital failed to reclose for a line fault. The relay was set for two reclose attempts.

Event data from the relay are shown in Fig. 6. The event started as an A-phase-to-ground (AG) fault and evolved to a B-phase-to-ground (BG) fault. This was most likely caused by a slapping conductor or tree contact. At fault inception, an instantaneous ground overcurrent element (67G1) asserts and produces a trip output. At this same time, the relay enters the reclosing open-interval timing (79CY), indicating that reclosing open-interval timing has been initiated. However, we can see that as the AG fault progresses to a BG fault, the 67G1 element drops out for 0.75 cycles before reasserting. When the 67G1 element

Fig. 3. Event Data From 138 kV Transmission Line Relay

Fig. 4. Independent and Common Zone Timing Schemes

Fig. 5. MathCad Fault Location Estimates for BG and BC Fault Types

Event data can be replayed as IEEE COMTRADE files through test equipment into relays. Unique or challenging fault cases should be archived as IEEE COMTRADE files and used to test new relays, challenge standard schemes, and understand relay responses.
reasserts, the relay advances to lockout (79LO). The root cause can be found in the relay operation and user settings [1].

A programmable logic equation (79RI) defines the conditions that initiate reclose. 79RI is set equal to the rising edge of 67G1 plus a number of other conditions logically ORed together. Once 79RI asserts, the relay enters its cycle state (79CY) and begins to time to reclose. However, the reclose timer is interrupted when 79RI reasserts. The relay immediately assumes something has gone awry, such as a flashover during a breaker opening, and the relay immediately goes to lockout (79LO) to prevent further trouble.

To prevent this from happening in the future, reclosing must not be reinitiated before reclose open-interval timing is complete and the breaker has been reclosed. Use the trip element to initiate reclose. Relays have a minimum trip duration time, so trip outputs remain asserted throughout evolving faults.

It is also common to stall open-interval timing while the trip condition is still present. Additionally, there are likely conditions included in the trip logic for which we do not want to reclose. These conditions can be specified in a programmable drive-to-lockout equation (79DTL). Such conditions may include remote or manual OPEN commands, relay trips for three-phase faults, or time-delayed trips.

An interesting breaker problem is also evident by the data in Fig. 6. Notice that the breaker status contact (52A) changes state shortly after the main breaker interrupts current. This is consistent with breaker operations in the previous two examples. However, we see that while the main breaker contacts remain open, the breaker auxiliary status contact bounces closed after 0.75 cycles and remains closed for 3.5 cycles before opening again. Bouncy auxiliary contacts can cause reclosing failures. If 52A asserts before the relay calls for a close, relay logic assumes a manual or remote CLOSE command asserted. The auxiliary contacts of this breaker need maintenance to prevent future problems.

The relay reported a fault location of 3.22 miles and a BG fault type. The contiguous fault data are roughly from Cycle 8 to 13, which was the window of time the triggering element 51G was asserted. The midpoint of that data corresponds to just after the fault transitioned from AG to BG; therefore, we are suspicious that the relay used corrupt data for its fault location estimate.

A fault location algorithm MathCad simulation is shown in Fig. 7. We can see the fault location error during the fault type change, but before and after that transition the location estimate is consistent.

![Fig. 7. MathCad Fault Location Estimates for AG and BG Fault Types](image)

The relay fault location algorithm selected data just prior to Cycle 10.5, where the B-phase current is still increasing to its maximum value. Therefore, its estimate is slightly further away from the local terminal because of the lower current magnitude used. The actual fault location is closer to 3.0 miles.

**IV. COMMUNICATIONS PROBLEM**

In June 2007, a fault occurred beyond the remote terminal of a 115 kV line protected by a DCB scheme. DCB schemes use a high-speed on/off carrier signal to block high-speed tripping at the remote terminal for out-of-section faults. Therefore, we expected the remote terminal to send a blocking signal to the local relay to prevent it from tripping at a high speed.

The event data recorded from the local relay are shown in Fig. 8. The received blocking signal was wired to a programmable input on the relay (IN5) and appears to have been asserted at the time of the trip.
ment 67N2 after a 1-cycle carrier coordination delay. Apparently, a blocking signal was being received.

Higher resolution data from the same relay for the same event are shown in Fig. 9. The better resolution illuminates a 0.25-cycle carrier hole that allowed the local relay to trip.

![Image of higher resolution data](image)

**Fig. 9.** Sixteen Samples-per-Cycle Raw Data From a DCB Scheme Trip

The received blocking input must remain asserted to block the forward-looking elements after the coordination timer expires. If the blocking signal drops out momentarily because of noise or other channel-related problems, the local relay will trip for out-of-section faults.

Relays include an extension timer to delay the control input dropout assigned to receive the blocking signal. The output of this timer (BTX) ensures unwanted tripping does not occur during momentary lapses of the blocking signal (carrier holes). A typical setting is 0.5 to 1.5 cycles.

One drawback of using the block trip (BT) extension timer is that tripping would be delayed anytime the BT input is asserted. This can cause unnecessary delays for internal faults in applications using a nondirectional carrier start. That is, the BT input asserts momentarily when nondirectional elements assert then deasserts when the forward elements detect the fault. BTX would remain asserted and delay tripping until the extension timer expired.

To avoid this delay, use programmable logic in the relay to extend the blocking signal (see Fig. 10).

![Image of BT extension logic](image)

**Fig. 10.** BT Extension for Nondirectional Carrier Start Applications

In this logic, we extend the BT only if the carrier has been initially picked up longer than the remote carrier assertion. The typical BT extension timer setting can then be set equal to 0 cycles [4].

V. SENSITIVITY MISCOORDINATION

In January 2001, two parallel 138 kV lines connecting a utility to a petrochemical plant tripped for an out-of-section fault. The simultaneous outages left the plant’s local generation and load electrically isolated from the utility. Both lines use identical permissive overreaching transfer trip (POTT) schemes with identical relay types at local and remote terminals.

A simplified system one-line diagram with fault location is shown in Fig. 11. The tie line that is in parallel with Line 3–4 and other infeeds to the petrochemical plant and utility bus are not shown. The utility is designated 1, and the petrochemical plant is designated 2. The actual fault location was behind the utility terminal (reverse to Terminal 1 and forward to Terminal 2).

![Image of simplified one-line diagram](image)

**Fig. 11.** Simplified One-line Diagram of System With Relay Sensitivities

Event data from both ends of one tie line are shown simultaneously in Fig. 12. The event data match the designations above, i.e., the utility data are designated 1, and the petrochemical plant data are designated 2.

![Image of utility and plant relay data](image)

**Fig. 12.** Utility and Plant Relay Data for Fault

Terminal 2 responds to the forward AG fault by asserting its forward directional element (2_32Q) and its overreaching forward directional ground overcurrent element (2_67N2). The digital trace in Fig. 12 is identified with a 2_67N1, which is correct. Settings for the level one (67N1) and level two (67N2) ground elements are set to the same value, and the relay reports the assertion of the nearest zone. Terminal 2 keys a permission-to-trip (PTT) signal to the remote utility relay (2_OUT3).
Terminal 1 correctly sees the fault as reverse according to its directional element \((1.32q)\). The PTT signal sent by Terminal 2 is received 10 ms later by Terminal 1 \((1.OUT2)\). OUT2 is programmed to follow the local PT logic bit (PTT received).

A portion of the relay POTT scheme logic diagram is shown in Fig. 13. The relays include logic that permits rapid clearing of end-of-line faults when one line terminal is open or has a very weak source. This is referred to as “echo” logic [5]. The open breaker or weak source terminal is allowed to echo the received permission signal as long as two main conditions are met:

1. A reverse fault must not have been detected by the reverse-looking elements \((67N3, 67Q3, Z3G, M3P)\).
2. The PTT input must be received for a settable length of time.

At Terminal 1, no reverse-looking elements are asserted. After 2 cycles, Terminal 1 echos the received PTT signal back to Terminal 2 as a four-cycle pulse. Why did Terminal 1 not have a reverse-looking element asserted? The Zone 3 reverse ground distance element \((Z3G)\) was desensitized by infeed from other lines at the utility bus. Reverse ground overcurrent \((67N3)\) was not enabled at this relay.

Meanwhile, the fault is still visible and on the system, and 3 cycles after Terminal 2 originally sent PTT, it receives its own echoed signal back. This is received by Terminal 2 as PTT, and a local high-speed trip is asserted \((2.OUT1&2)\).

In Fig. 11, note the fault between Breakers 5 and 6; the 67N2 ground overcurrent element at Breaker 3 is sensitive enough to see this fault, and Breaker 3 sends a PTT signal to the relay at Breaker 4. At Breaker 4, no reverse 67N3 ground overcurrent element is enabled. The ground distance element, Z3G, at Breaker 4 is not sensitive enough to see this reverse fault, so the Breaker 4 echo logic returns the received PTT signal. The result is that Breaker 3 trips for an out-of-section fault. The parallel line tripped in identical fashion.

When installing a POTT scheme, the need for echo logic should be considered carefully. Do you even have the possibility of a weak infeed condition? If you enable echo logic, it is critical that reverse-looking Zone 3 elements are enabled so that they can supervise the echo decision. Local and remote line relay sensitivities should be coordinated, i.e., if ground overcurrent elements are enabled at the local end (forward 67N2, reverse 67N3), they should be enabled at the remote end as well [6].

In this event, we also notice that once an echo key condition was established, it continued indefinitely until stopped by personnel intervention. In Fig. 13, if echo pulse duration EDURD is set longer than pickup ETDPU, the local and remote relays will establish a permanent echo key condition. To prevent this from occurring, set ETDPU to 2 cycles and EDURD to 1 cycle. Limiting the echo duration to less than the echo time-delay pickup ensures that a permanent echo key condition will not occur. A one-cycle duration is more than adequate for recognition by modern relays. The traditional criteria that the echo signal be longer than the remote breaker tripping time is not required if relays include an appropriate minimum trip duration time. The echo signal only needs to be long enough to initiate the high-speed trip, after which the trip duration delay determines how long a local trip signal is maintained to the breaker. A typical trip duration setting is 9 cycles.
VI. ZONE 1 OVERREACH DUE TO CVT

In July 2002, a 230 kV transmission line experienced a C-phase-to-ground (CG) fault. The local relay tripped by Zone 1 ground distance element for a fault that was physically located beyond the Zone 1 reach setting. A capacitive voltage transformer (CVT) supplies secondary voltage for the relay.

The unfiltered event data from this misoperation are shown in Fig. 14. The event shows a severe transient in the C-phase voltage just before the Zone 1 CG distance element operation. This transient makes the C-phase voltage magnitude appear smaller to the relay than the actual voltage value. The apparent impedance calculated by the relay is smaller (or closer to the terminal) than actual. The CG distance element asserted in less than 1 cycle. When the fault clears, the C-phase voltage has another transient that makes it appear higher in magnitude than the other nonfault-affected phases.

Equation (1) and the data from the event allow us to calculate the source impedance ratio (SIR) for this application. CVTs with an active ferroresonance-suppression circuit (FSC) and applications with a high SIR limit secure Zone 1 reach settings [7]. The positive-sequence source impedance for this application is 11 ohms secondary and the line impedance is 0.59 ohms secondary, giving an SIR of over 18.

\[
\text{SIR} = \frac{V_{\text{fault}} - V_{\text{prefault}}}{(I_{\text{fault}} - I_{\text{prefault}}) \cdot Z_{\text{line}}} \quad (1)
\]

For an SIR of 18 and an active FSC, the maximum recommended Zone 1 reach is 0.07 pu of the line. With such a short line (small impedance), this results in a secondary setting below the minimum value allowed by the relay (0.05 ohms secondary). In this application, the Zone 1 element needs to be completely disabled or time-delayed by at least 1.5 cycles. In some applications, another option is to split Zone 1 into two zones; one zone with reduced reach and set to trip instantaneously, and the other zone set to the desired or normal reach with time delay. This is a more complex solution, but it gives faster tripping for close-in faults and takes advantage of the multiple zones available in relays.

Modern relays now include CVT transient detection logic. This logic detects SIRs greater than 5 during a fault and blocks the Zone 1 distance tripping for up to 1.5 cycles or until the distance calculation “smooths,” indicating the transient has subsided. This logic is ideal for preventing distance element overreach for CVT transients. The raw event data in Fig. 14 were converted to IEEE COMTRADE files and replayed into a relay with CVT transient detection logic. With CVT transient detection logic turned off, the relay overreached for every simulation. With CVT transient detection logic turned on, the logic correctly blocked the Zone 1 tripping for the entire 1.5-cycle duration and successfully prevented misoperation for all simulations.

VII. CVT CAUSES RECLOSE FAILURE

In June 2005, a 161 kV line experienced a BG fault. Both line ends use line-side CVTs. Fault data from the remote terminal are shown in Fig. 15, and fault data from the local terminal are shown in Fig. 16. Both terminals report balanced voltages and appropriate load currents flowing from the local to remote end before the fault occurs.

For a BG fault that is forward to both terminals, we would expect the phase angle relationships shown in Fig. 15. However, voltage during the fault at the local end does not match that at the remote terminal.

Multiple CVT secondary grounds were suspected because the local prefault voltages were balanced and the fault voltages were corrupt. Technicians found two grounds, one at the CVT secondary wiring in the yard and another in the control building at the relay panel.

Despite the CVT grounding problem, both terminals tripped correctly by a forward ground directional overcurrent element.
After the remote terminal tripped, a reclose was expected after approximately 0.5 seconds. The fault was not permanent, but the reclose attempt failed.

Oscillography from the local relay is shown in Fig. 17. The relay’s polarizing voltage has a memory of about one second. The CVT transient response and long-time decay are evident. This decaying voltage continues to feed the relay positive-sequence (V1) memory and corrupts V1 magnitude and angle. When the line terminal attempts a reclose, the V1 memory has not reset, and inrush current from a tapped transformer load is present (see Fig. 18). The high current combined with the memory voltage error produces a Zone 1 distance element trip.

When the line terminal attempts a reclose, the V1 memory has not reset, and inrush current from a tapped transformer load is present (see Fig. 18). The high current combined with the memory voltage error produces a Zone 1 distance element trip.

VIII. BLOWN PT FUSE

In June 2000, both primary and backup relays at a 69 kV line terminal tripped for a potential transformer (PT) fuse problem. There was no system fault at the time of trip. The relays were different models but both provided distance and directional overcurrent functions. The primary relay was used in a DCB scheme and the backup relay provided step-distance protection and tripped instantaneously for Zone 1 faults.

The false apparent impedance created by abnormal voltages and load currents caused the apparent impedance to encroach on the reach of the distance relays (see Fig. 20). The same bus potentials serve both relays.

Because a blown fuse results in a loss of polarizing inputs to the relays, detection of this condition is desirable and was enabled in both relays (see Fig. 21). The event data show that the loss-of-potential (LOP) detection asserts after the phase distance element trips. In both relays, there is a three-cycle delay before the LOP element asserts for unbalanced conditions to ensure LOP does not block protective elements during a fault.
In the primary relay, an LOP is detected when negative-sequence voltage (V2) is greater than 14 volts secondary and negative-sequence current (3I2) is less than 0.5 amperes secondary [9]. In the backup relay, an LOP is detected when zero-sequence voltage (V0) is greater than 14 volts secondary and zero-sequence current (I0) is less than 0.083 amperes secondary [10]. Once asserted, LOP will block distance and directional elements that rely on healthy voltage signals.

This event emphasizes that early LOP logic was designed to protect distance elements from misoperating for system faults that occurred some time after an initial LOP condition was detected. Overcurrent fault detectors, set above load, were used to prevent distance element misoperation when the LOP condition first occurred. In this event, the fault detector (50L) was picked up during balanced load flow. Ideally, fault detectors should be set above expected load currents and below minimum fault levels to ensure correct distance relay operation.

Newer relays have LOP logic that operates based on the V1 rate of change versus the rate of change of currents. The new logic operates in less than 0.5 cycles, so distance element security is less dependent on the fault detector settings [11].

In Fig. 21, the response of the original relays are shown with that of a relay with improved LOP logic. The new relay LOP logic operates more than 1 cycle before any distance elements assert, ensuring this misoperation would not happen again.

**IX. DIRECTIONAL ELEMENT CHALLENGE**

In June 2007, 80 MW of generation was tripped offline because of an unknown cause (at that time). The generator stepup transformer was fed radially from a 138 kV tie line to a local utility for several seconds. The line was protected by a DCB scheme.

A BG fault then occurred on the line. The relay at the generator end of the line saw this fault as reverse and sent a blocking signal to the utility terminal, delaying fault clearing. Event data from the relay at the generator end of the line are shown in Fig. 22. The phase currents are all in phase.

A one-line and symmetrical-components diagram for the fault is shown in Fig. 23. With the generator breaker open, there is a pure zero-sequence source behind the relay.

**Fig. 21. Response of Primary (1), Backup (2), and Relay With Improved LOP Logic (3) to PT Fuse Problem**

**Fig. 22. Fault Data From Relay**

**Fig. 23. Symmetrical Components Diagram for BG Line Fault**
The relay’s directional element can use negative-sequence voltage polarization (Q), zero-sequence voltage polarization (V), or current polarization (I) [10]. Only one element can be used at any one time. The user selected the negative-sequence element; its torque equation is shown as (2).

\[ T_{32Q} = |V_2|^2 \left[ \cos \left( \angle V_2 - \left( \angle I_2 + \angle MTA \right) \right) \right] \]  

With the local generation connected, negative-sequence polarization would have been dependable. However, with the generation isolated, the negative-sequence polarized element does not correctly determine the fault direction. This is because of the lack of negative-sequence current from the pure zero-sequence source (wye-grounded transformer) behind the relay. By replaying the event data into a relay, we prove that zero-sequence voltage polarization correctly determines this to be a forward fault. The event data indicate that zero-sequence current polarization would have also correctly declared a forward fault for this event; \( I_{POL} \) and 310 are in phase.

The user can choose to change the polarization quantity. This decision, however, sacrifices a more reliable directional element in order to trip faster during a rare operating condition. A practical improvement would be to wire a 52b contact from the generator breaker in parallel with the carrier squelch contact from the relay. This would allow high-speed clearing from the utility source for faults that occur when the generation is offline.

The directional elements in newer relays offer the ability to choose the best choice for the current system configuration and fault without requiring settings changes [3]. Multiple elements with different polarizing quantities are processed simultaneously. One setting allows the user to determine which polarizing source to use first, second, and third. If the first-choice element does not have adequate quantities, then the second choice will be evaluated. If the second choice does not have adequate signal, then the third and final choice is evaluated.

Event data were replayed into a newer relay with best choice ground directional element logic (see Fig. 24). 32VE is the zero-sequence polarizing enable element, and F32V and 32GF are the forward ground fault directional declaration bits. 32IE is the current polarizing enable element, and F32I and 32GF are the forward ground fault directional declaration bits. 32QGE and 32QE are the negative-sequence element enables, and 32QF and 32GF are the forward ground fault directional declaration bits.

In the simulation, we chose an order that always gives preference to negative-sequence polarization (Q, V, I). In this case, there is little negative-sequence, so the relay checks zero-sequence and makes the proper forward directional declaration. This secure operation comes at the expense of a slight processing delay. Overall, this directional logic results in faster operating times for all system states. When the generation is online, the negative-sequence directional element operates most reliably, and when generation is offline, the zero-sequence element operates correctly.
The phasors during the fault are shown in Fig. 26. C-phase fault current leads a reduced-magnitude C-phase voltage as expected for a reverse fault. The expected operation would have been for the relay to see this fault as reverse and send a blocking signal to the remote terminals.

Fig. 26. CG Reverse Fault Phasors

Fig. 27 shows a MathCad simulation of the directional element. The directional element measures the negative-sequence impedance (Z2) during the fault and compares it to settings to determine the fault direction.

Fig. 27. Directional Element Response With As-Set Settings

For forward faults, Z2 is equal to the source impedance behind the relay (a negative value). For reverse faults, Z2 is equal to the remote source impedance plus the line impedance (a positive value). In Fig. 27, Z2 plots below the forward threshold, so the relay declares this a forward fault.

The initial root cause theory blamed the forward and reverse threshold settings for the misoperation. The original forward threshold (Z2F) was set at one-half Z1MAG (positive-sequence line impedance in secondary ohms). The original reverse threshold (Z2R) was set at Z2F plus 0.1 ohms secondary. This is typical and is used by some relays that calculate thresholds automatically.

There are four reasons this theory seemed credible. First, the directional decision made by the relay was incorrect. Second, by modifying the Z2F and Z2R settings the directional decision made by the relay would have been correct (reverse). Fig. 28 shows a MathCad simulation of the directional element with Z2F set to –0.1 ohms and Z2R set to +0.1 ohms secondary. Third, the engineers experienced a few cases where the standard settings did not work. Lastly, a subsequent reverse fault operated correctly with the modified settings.

Fig. 28. Directional Element Response With Z2F = –0.1 Ohms and Z2R = +0.1 Ohms

Standard settings offer convenience but should not be applied blindly. Directional element performance is critical and should be checked, especially for extreme conditions. Run fault studies for very strong or very weak sources, and check Z2 against thresholds Z2F and Z2R for proper operation.

Consider a three-terminal line where one terminal has a very weak source (i.e., a large transformer). If the line is protected by a DCB scheme, any terminal will trip if an internal fault is seen without receiving a block. If the line is energized from two ends and the weak source breaker is closed to energize the large transformer, the relay at that terminal may be subjected to nearly balanced voltages (low V2) but unbalanced currents. Standard directional settings based on line parameters default to a forward decision for very low V2 values. Therefore, the weak terminal could trip because of unbalanced current (3I0) and an incorrect directional decision (forward for reverse infeed). For transformer applications, it is more secure to set Z2F to –0.1 to –0.5 ohms and Z2R to +0.1 to +0.5 ohms, respectively [12].

Upon closer inspection of these event data, however, it appears that the Z2F and Z2R thresholds may not be the culprits at all. Several data anomalies are present. Standard settings tend to give us problems when V2 is small, such as in the transformer inrush example above. In this event, however, we have plenty of V2 (15 volts secondary). The line impedance and line length settings in the relay give us an estimate of 1.6 ohms per mile for a 230 kV line, which appears too large (half that value would be more reasonable). Z2 measured during a reverse fault should equal at least the line impedance; the data show a Z2 measurement of 0.5 ohms, less than half of the line impedance setting. This led to an alternative theory. Perhaps the standard thresholds were just fine, but the measured impedance was wrong. An incorrect CT ratio (CTR) setting or an incorrect CT tap could do just that. The CTR setting in the relay is 40 (200:5) for a 230 kV line. Assume that the CT is tapped at 100:5, while the relay settings expect 200:5. If we leave directional thresholds at their original standard settings, we get a correct reverse decision for the original fault (see Fig. 29).
It is suspected that the CTR setting in the relay does not match the actual CT tap in the field. However, this is part of an ongoing investigation and, at the time of publication, root cause is yet to be determined.

XI. DIRECTIONAL ELEMENT AFFECTS CARRIER EXTENSION

In June 2006, a 161 kV line tripped incorrectly for a reverse AG fault. The line was protected by a DCB scheme. The ground directional element used the best choice logic described in Section IX. The element used ground current polarization first (I), followed by zero-sequence voltage polarization (V), and then by negative-sequence voltage polarization (Q).

The event data from the misoperation are shown in Fig. 30. For a reverse fault, we expect the polarizing current (IP) and the terminal ground current (IG) to be 180 degrees out of phase. In the event data, however, IP and IG were in phase. A wiring error was found; the polarizing current CT was connected reverse polarity. This allowed the local breaker to trip.

The evolving fault should delay a directional decision for all the relays. Remote relays additionally include a carrier coordination delay for tripping. How fast the directional element sent blocking is not the real issue in this fault; it is how fast we enable carrier extension. Setting the carrier extension pickup delay (Z3XPU) to a lower value, even zero, is recommended [13].

XII. COMPARING PRIMARY AND BACKUP METERING

In November 2005, a 138 kV transmission line experienced an AG fault. The backup relay correctly saw the fault as forward and tripped by the directional ground overcurrent element (67G1). The primary relay, however, declared a reverse fault and did not operate.
The prefault data from the backup relay are shown in Fig. 32, and the prefault data from the primary relay are shown in Fig. 33. The phase voltages seen by the primary relay in the prefault state did not look normal or balanced, and a significant standing zero-sequence voltage was present. The backup relay, on the contrary, reported normal prefault voltages.

The neutral bus of the primary relay three-phase voltage connections should have been connected at a terminal block to station ground; this wire was missing. The result was that the primary relay voltages were floating, and this distorted phase-to-neutral magnitudes, angles, and sequence components both before the fault and during the fault. The backup relay had properly terminated voltages and, therefore, its zero-sequence voltage polarized directional element performed correctly.

The fault data collected from the backup relay are shown in Fig. 34. The zero-sequence current leads the zero-sequence voltage by about 120 degrees, as expected for a forward AG fault. Negative-sequence relationships are similar. The relay is set by the user to enable only zero-sequence quantities for directional decisions. However, the data show that the disabled negative-sequence directional element used (F32V) and the disabled negative-sequence directional element (F32Q) both made the correct directional decision.

The fault data collected from the primary relay are shown in Fig. 35. The zero-sequence current leads the zero-sequence voltage by about 210 degrees, which causes the zero-sequence directional element misoperation. Negative-sequence relationships match those reported by the backup relay and are correct. The relay is set by the user to enable only zero-sequence quantities for directional decisions. However, the data show that the disabled negative-sequence directional element (F32Q) made the correct directional decision.

Synchronized phasor measurement during commissioning is a useful tool for finding mistakes like these before they cause misoperations. When relays are connected to a common voltage or current source, automation systems can be easily designed to periodically retrieve metering data, compare them, and alarm when differences are discovered. Troubleshooting and repair can then be performed to fix problems before they are discovered by misoperations.
XIII. CONCLUSIONS

- Evolving faults can challenge fault location and targeting algorithms; offline tools can improve fault location accuracy.
- Evolving faults can delay distance element tripping; common zone timing allows faster fault clearing.
- Evolving faults can create reclosing problems; use trip elements to initiate reclosing and nonreclosing elements in drive-to-lockout logic.
- Carrier holes cause DCB scheme problems; BT extension logic adds security.
- Sensitivities of local and remote line relays should be matched.
- Commissioning tests should concentrate on proving the overall protection system.
- Unique event reports should be archived as COMTRADE files and used to test new schemes.
- CVT transients can cause Zone 1 overreach; CVT transient detection logic adds security.
- Extend reclosing open intervals beyond CVT transient response and set fault detectors above inrush on lines with tapped loads.
- Older LOP logic relied on fault detectors set above normal load currents; improved LOP logic operates faster and is less dependent on fault detector settings for security.
- Relays that include multiple polarization schemes and choose the appropriate element for the system and fault offer the best sensitivity and security.
- Do not apply standard settings blindly; directional element performance is critical and should be checked, especially for extreme conditions.
- Set carrier extension pickup delay to zero in DCB schemes.
- Missing or multiple ground wires in instrument transformer circuits cause directional element misoperations; thorough commissioning tests and automated meter data comparisons should find these errors before misoperations occur.
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